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Angular 6 form control name

A structure. Mobile &amp; desktop. A structure. Mobile &amp; desktop. With reactive forms, you'll find it's easier to build cleaner forms. Because each JavaScript framework advises that you do not make the model grouped, this has become a priority because the form logic is now in the component class. It also reduces
the need to use a lot of policies and even end-to-end testing, since you can now easily test your forms. It gives the developer all the control, and nothing is more implicit - all choices about inputs and controls must be made intentionally and, of course, explicitly. In Angular, form controls are classes that can contain both
the data values and validation information of any form element. That is, each form entry that you have in a reactive form must be linked by a form control. These are the basic units that make up reactive forms. In this article, you will be shown how form controls can be divided by form groups to create clusters to provide a
platform to easily access the model element as groups. What is a form group? Form groups involve a collection of form controls; just as the control gives you access to the state of an element, the group gives the same access, but to the state of the wrapped controls. Each form control in the form group is identified by
name when initializing. A FormGroup aggregates the values of each child FormControl into an object, with each control name as the key. It calculates your status by reducing the status values of your children. Before we begin... To be able to follow the demo of this article, you must have: Node version 11.0 installed on
your machine Node Package Manager version 6.7 (usually comes with the installation of the Node) Angular CLI version 8.0 The latest version of Angular (version 8) // run the command on a terminal version ng Confirm that you are using version 8, and upgrade to 8 if you are not. Download the Augury Chrome extension
here. Download the initial project of this tutorial here to follow the demos. Unpack the project and initialize the Node modules in your terminal with this command: npm install Other things that would be good to have are: A working knowledge of the Angular framework at a beginner level Familiarity with form controls in
Angular will be a form demonstration, but not a requirement To illustrate the concept of form groups, we will go through the process of building in a reactive way so that you can fully understand how to configure it with form groups. From here, we assume that you downloaded the initial project on GitHub and opened it in
VS Code. Register groups of forms A thing to do is tell Angular that you want to make use of the form group by importing it within the appropriate component. Navigate to the employee.component.ts file and copy to the code block below: Click here to see the full demo with the network import { Component, OnInit } of
'@angular/core'; import { FormControl, FormGroup } from '@angular/forms' @Component({ selector: 'app-employee', templateUrl: './employee.component.html', styleUrls: ['./employee.component.css'] }) Export class EmployeeComponent implements OnInit { bioSection = new FormGroup({ firstName: new FormControl(''),
last name: new FormControl (''), age: new FormControl('') }); constructor() { } ngOnInit() { } } } } Here the form group has been imported and initialized to group some form controls that make up the bio section of the form. To reflect this group, you have to associate the model with the visualization with the form group
name, as well as: // copy within the employee component.html file &lt;form [formgroup]=bioSection (ngsubmit)=callingFunction()&gt;&lt;label&gt; First Name: &lt;input type=text formcontrolname=firstName&gt;&lt;/label&gt;&lt;label&gt; Last name: &lt;input type=text formcontrolname=lastName&gt;&lt;/label&gt;&lt;label&gt;
Age: &lt;input type=text formcontrolname=age&gt;&lt;/label&gt; &lt;button type=submit&gt;Submit inscription&lt;/button&gt;&lt;/form&gt; As well as form control, the form group name is used to identify the form group in the view, and when sending, the call function will be triggered. Your app.component.html file should look
like this: &lt;div style=text-align:center&gt;&lt;h2&gt;Angular Work Frame &lt;/h2&gt;&lt;app-employee&gt;&lt;/app-employee&gt;&lt;/div&gt; Now run your developing application with the command: ng serves It should be like this: Nesting shape groups Yes, the reactive forms API makes it possible to nest a form group
within another form group. Copy the code block below to the employee.component.ts file: import { Component, OnInit } from '@angular/core'; import { FormControl, FormGroup } from '@angular/forms' @Component ({ selector: 'app-employee', templateUrl: './employee.component.html', styleUrls:
['./employee.component.css'] }) Export class EmployeeComponent implements OnIn {bioSection = new FormGroup({ firstName: new FormControl(''), last name: new FormControl(''), age: new FormControl(''), stackDepes: new FormGroup({ stack: new FormControl(''), experience: new FormControl(''), )), address: new
FormGroup({country: new FormControl(''), city: new FormControl('') }) }); constructor() { } ngOnInit() { } callingFunction() { console.log(this.bioSection.value); } } Here you see that the main shape group wrapper is the bio section within which both the stack detail group and the address group are nested. It is important to
note - as you see in the code block - that nested form groups are not defined by the assignment statement, but rather with the colon, just as you will have a form control. Reflect na exibição será assim: // copiar dentro do arquivo employee.component.html &lt;form [formgroup]=bioSection
(ngsubmit)=callingFunction()&gt;&lt;h3&gt;Detalhes bio &lt;/h3&gt;&lt;label&gt; Primeiro Nome: &lt;input type=text formcontrolname=firstName&gt;&lt;/label&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;/form&gt; formcontrolname=firstName&gt;&lt;/label&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;/form&gt; Last Name: &lt;input type=text
formcontrolname=lastName&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;label&gt; Age: &lt;input type=text formcontrolname=age&gt;&lt;/label&gt;&lt;div formgroupname=stackDetails&gt;&lt;h3&gt;/h3&gt;&lt;label&gt; Stack: &lt;input type=text formcontrolname=stack&gt;&lt;/label&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;label&gt;label&gt; Experience: &lt;input type=text
formcontrolname=experience&gt;&lt;/label&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div formgroupname=address&gt;&lt;h3&gt;Address&lt;/h3&gt;&lt;label&gt;gt;gt;; Country: &lt;input type=text formcontrolname=country&gt;&lt;/label&gt;&lt;br&gt;&lt;label&gt; City: &lt;input type=text formcontrolname=city&gt;&lt;/label&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;button
type=submit&gt;Submit&lt;/button&gt; It's very important that all model and visualization names match — you don't miss the form control names! When saving and running the application, if you have any errors, read the error message and correct the error that you must have used. You can style your component with the
style instructions below: input[type=text] { width: 30%; padding: 8px 14px; margin: 2px; box size: border-box; } button { font size: 12px; margin: 2px; padding: 8px 14px; } If you run the app, you should see something like this in your browser: When you use the form and submit, you will see your input results returned in the
browser console. The full code for this tutorial can be found here on GitHub. Conclusion In addition to learning about form controls, you have now been introduced to the important concept of grouping these controls. It has also been demonstrated why grouping them is very important because it ensures that your
collective instances can be captured at once. The next concept we will look at is to form builders, continue reading the blog! Debugging Angular applications can be difficult, especially when users experience difficult-to-reproduce issues. If you are interested in monitoring and tracking the angular state and actions of all
your users in production, try LogRocket. is like a DVR for web applications, literally recording everything that happens on your site, including network requests, javaScript errors and more. Instead of guessing why problems happen, you can aggregate and report what state your application was in when a problem
occurred. The LogRocket NgRx plugin records the angular state and actions for the LogRocket console, giving it context around what led to an error and what state the application was in when a problem occurred. Modernize how you debug your Angular apps - Start monitoring for free. [ . . ].push( ) If you find my
courses useful, please consider donating some money to plant a tree in my forest, $4.50 will pay 25 to be planted. Grow my forest! How to create an HTML form with a dynamic box control selected. How to define a form template in your component and link it to existing HTML form controls. If we are model-driven or
model-driven we need some form HTML to begin with. In template-driven shapes, contrary to what you might think, HTML for our form is not automatically created for us. We still need to write the HTML that represents our form and then explicitly link the HTML form elements to the code in our component. We've created
a simple bootstrap form with a first name, last name, email, password, and language check box controls. &lt;form novalidate=&gt;&lt;fieldset&gt;&lt;div class=class-group&gt;&lt;label&gt;First Name&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=text class=form-control&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label&gt;Last
name&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=text class=form-control&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/fieldset&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&Lt;label&gt;E-mail&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=email class=form-control&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;class=form-group&gt;&lt;label&gt;Senha&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=password class=form-control&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div
class=form-group&gt;&lt;label&gt;Language&lt;/label&gt;&lt;select class=form-control&gt;&lt;option value=&gt;Please , select a language&lt;/select&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/form&gt; We add the novalidate attribute to the form element, by standard browsers perform their own validation and show their own error popups. Once we
want to deal with form validation ourselves we can turn off this behavior by adding novalidate to the form element. We are using the marking and styles of the Twitter Bootstrap UI framework to structure our shape. We want the selected box to have a list of languages for the user to select. We could hard encode the
languages in HTML with &lt;option&gt; tags, but we want to make the list dynamic so we can easily add more languages later. then nodes: Add an array of languages to our component. langs: string[] = [ 'English', 'French', 'German', ] Use a NgFor loop to render them as options in the model. &lt;select class=formcontrol&gt;&lt;option value=&gt;Please select a language&lt;option *ngfor=let lang of langs [value]=lang&gt;(1) {{lang}} (2)&lt;/select&gt; The option value The option label An option has a label and a value. The label is the text that the user sees in the selected box, and the value is the data stored for that label. If we ask a
box selected which option was selected, it returns the value, not the label. To set the value of our selected box, simply link us to the input property of our option using the [value] syntax. We represent how a model consists of instances of FormGroups and FormControls. Let's create the template for our form in our
component, thus: import { FormGroup, FormControl } from '@angular/forms'; . . . ModelFormComponent class implements OnInit { FormGroup; (1) ngOnInit() { myform = new FormGroup({name: new FormGroup({ (2) firstName: new FormControl(), (3) lastName: new FormControl(), }), email: new FormControl(),
password: new FormControl(), language: new FormControl(} }); } } 1 myform is an instance and represents the form itself. 2 FormGroups can nest within other FormGroups. 3 We create a FormControl for each template form control. The myform property is an instance of a FormGroup class and this represents our own
form. Each form control in the template is represented by an instance of FormControl. This encapsulates the state of the control, as if it is valid or invalid, and even its current value. These instances of FormControls nest within our high-level myform: FormGroup, but the interesting thing is that we can nest FormGroups
within other FormGroups. In our template, we group the firstName and lastName controls under a FormGroup called a name that is nested in our top form: FormGroup. Like the FormControl instance, FormGroup instances encapsulate the state of all of their internal controls, for example, an instance of a FormGroup is
valid only if all of its internal controls are also valid. We have the HTML template for our form and the form template in our component, then we need to link the two together. We do this using a number of policies that are found in the ReactiveFormsModule, so let's import this and add it to imports in our NgModule. import
{ ReactiveFormsModule } of '@angular/forms'; First, we link the &lt;form&gt; element to our high-level myform property using the formGroup directive, thus: &lt;form [formgroup]=myform&gt; ... &lt;/form&gt; Now we link the myform model to the form template that we have access to our myform model in our model. The
value property of the myform model returns the values of all controls as an object. We can use this with the json tube to produce some useful information about our form, like this: &lt;pre&gt;{{myform.value | json}}&lt;/pre&gt; The execution of our application now prints the below in the pre-debug tag: { name: { firstName:
null, lastName: null }, email: null, password: null, language: null } Initially this seems quite exciting, but as we type values in each of the input fields in our form, we would see that the template is not being updated, the values remain null. This is because, although we have linked the form element to the myform template,
this does not automatically link each form control in the template with each form control in the template, we need to do this explicitly with the ControlName form and form GroupName guidelines. We use the formControlName directive to map each form control in the template with a form control named in the template,
thus: &lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label&gt;E-mail&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=email class=form-control formcontrolname=email (1)= required=&gt;&lt;/div&gt; 1 This seeks a control of template called email at the top level of our myform model and links the element to that. We can also associate a group of model form
controls with an instance &lt;/form&gt; &lt;/form&gt; form group in our template using the formGroupName policy. Once our firstName and lastName controls are grouped under a form group called name, we will do just that. The only caveat is that in our model the controls we want to group must be surrounded by another
element, we surround our controls with a field element, but it doesn't have to be called a fieldset, it could, for example, be a div. We then associate the fieldset element with the form group named name in our template like this: &lt;fieldset formgroupname=name&gt; ... &lt;/fieldset&gt; Then, within our fieldset element, we
again use the formControlName directive to map individual form controls in the template to form controls under the name of the form group in our template. No final, o modelo deve ser assim: &lt;form [formgroup]=myform&gt; (1) &lt;fieldset formgroupname=name&gt; (2) &lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label&gt;Primeiro
Nome&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=text class=form-control formcontrolname=firstName (3)= required=&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label&gt;Sobrenome&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=text class=form-control formcontrolname=lastName (3)= required=&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/fieldset&gt;&lt;div class=formgroup&gt;&lt;label&gt;E-mail&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=email class=form-control formcontrolname=email (4)= required=&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label&gt;Senha&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=password class=form-control formcontrolname=password (4)= required=&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=formgroup&gt;&lt;label&gt;Língua&lt;/label&gt;&lt;select class=form-control formcontrolname=language (4)=&gt;&lt;/select&gt;&lt;option value=&gt;Por favor , select a language&lt;option *ngfor=let lang of langs [value]=lang&gt;{{lang}}&lt;/div&gt;&lt;pre&gt;{{myform.value | json}}&lt;/pre&gt;&lt;/form&gt; 1 Use formGroup to link
the form to an instance of FormGroup in our component. 2 Use formGroupName to map to a child FormGroup of myform. 3 Use the ControlName form to link to an instance of a FormControl, since these form controls are under a GroupName form of name, angular will attempt to find control under myform['name']. 4 Use
the ControlName form to link to an instance of a FormControl directly in my form. Now each form control in the template is mapped to form controls in our model and so, as we type in the input elements myform.value updates and our debug section at the bottom prints the current value of the form. In this talk we create a

simple HTML form. We create a form template in our component using the FormGroup and FormControl classes. Then, using policies such as formGroup, formControlName, and formGroupName, we link our HTML to our form template. In the next talk we will learn how to add validators to our forms to give visual
feedback when the data entered is invalid. import { NgModule, Component, Pipe, OnInit } from @angular/core; import { ReactiveFormsModule, FormsModule, FormGroup, FormControl, FormControl, FormBuilder } de @angular/forms; importação { BrowserModule } de @angular/platform-browser; importação {
plataformaBrowserDynamic } de @angular/plataforma-browser-dynamic; @Component({ seletor: model-form, modelo: ' &lt;!--suppress ALL --&gt;&lt;div class=container&gt;&lt;form novalidate= [formgroup]=myform (ngsubmit)=onSubmit()&gt;&lt;fieldset formgroupname=name&gt;&lt;div class=formgroup&gt;&lt;label&gt;Primeiro Nome&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=text class=form-control formcontrolname=firstName&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label&gt;Sobrenome&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=text class=form-control formcontrolname=lastName&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/fieldset&gt;&lt;div class=form-group
[ngclass]={ 'has-danger': email.invalid &amp;&amp; email.dirty, 'has-success': email.valid &amp;&amp; email.dirty }&gt;&lt;label&gt;E-mail&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=email class=form-control formcontrolname=email&gt;&lt;pre&gt;Sujo? {{ myform.controls.e-mail.dirty }}&lt;/pre&gt;&lt;pre&gt;Pristine? {{
myform.controls.email.pristine }}&lt;/pre&gt;&lt;pre&gt;Tocado? {{ myform.controls.email.touched }}&lt;/pre&gt;&lt;pre&gt;Válido? {{ myform.controls.email.valid }}&lt;/pre&gt;&lt;pre&gt;Inválido? {{ myform.controls.email.invalid }}&lt;/pre&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=form-group [ngclass]={ 'has-danger': password.invalid
&amp;&amp; (password.dirty || password.touched), 'has-success': password.valid &amp;&amp; (password.dirty || password.touched) }&gt;&lt;label&gt;Senha&lt;/label&gt;&lt;input type=password class=form-control formcontrolname=password&gt;&lt;div class=form-control-feedback *ngif=password.errors &amp;&amp;
(password.dirty || password.touched)&gt;&lt;p *ngif=password.errors.required&gt;Senha é necessária&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p *ngif=password.errors.minlength&gt;A senha deve ser {{password.errors.minlength.requiredLength}} caracteres long, precisamos de outro caractere {{password.errors.minlength.requiredLength password.errors.minlength.actualLength}} &lt;/p&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;pre&gt;{{ password.errors | json }}&lt;/pre&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=form-group&gt;&lt;label&gt;Língua&lt;/label&gt;&lt;select class=form-control formcontrolname=language&gt;&lt;option value=&gt;Por favor , selecione um idioma&lt;option *ngfor=let lang
of langs [value]=lang&gt;{{lang}}&lt;/select&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;pre&gt;{{myform.value | json}}&lt;/pre&gt;&lt;button type=submit class=btn btn-primary&gt;Enviar&lt;/button&gt;&lt;/form&gt;&lt;/div&gt; ' }) classe ModelFormComponent implementa OnInit { langs: string[] = [Inglês, francês, alemão]; myform: FormGroup;
firstName: FormControl; lastName: FormControl; e-mail: FormControl; senha: FormControl; language: FormControl; createFormControls() { this.firstName = new FormControl(, Validadores.required); this.lastName = novo FormControl(, Validadores.required); this.email = new FormControl(, [Validators.required, @]*) ]);
this.password = novo FormControl(, [Validators.required, Validators.minLength(8) ]); this.language = novo FormControl(, Validadores.required); } createForm() { this.myform = novo FormGroup({nome: novo FormGroup({ firstName: firstName: last name: this.lastName }), email: this.email, password: this.password,
language: this.language }); } ngOnInit() { this.createFormControls(); this.createForm(); } onSubmit() { if (this.myform.valid) { console.log(Form Submitted!); console.log(this.myform.value); this.myform.reset(); } } @Component({ selector: app, model: &lt;model-form&gt;&lt;/model-form&gt; ' } } AppComponent class {}
@NgModule({ imports: [BrowserModule, FormsModule, ReactiveFormsModule], statements: [AppComponent, ModelFormComponent], bootstrap: [AppComponent] }) AppModule class {} PlatformBrowserDynamic().bootstrapModule(AppModule); Did you get a mistake or do you want to contribute to the book? Edit this
page on GitHub! This unique course teaches advanced javascript knowledge through a series of interview questions. Bring your JavaScript to today's 2020. Take it now! Nwo!
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